








In the following questions, four sentences are 

given as A,B,C and D,E. You have to identify the 

correct answer by understanding the options.



A. The students barely have any homework since their teacher thinks that afterschool 

activities is a total waste of time

B. The headmaster of the village school ordered the peon to let the girls and I go in. 

C. Since my sister has chosen to abstain to eat red meat, I will not be serving any beef 

dishes at my party.

D. Was Abha a bird she would fly to her friend living in her paternal village and say 

that she could not live without her.

E. I follow your suggestions and nobody’s else.

1. All are incorrect.

2. All are correct.

3. A AND B are incorrect.

4. Only c is incorrect.

5. None of the options are correct
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 'activities' is plural and so 'are' should be used in place of 'is'.

 The headmaster of the village school ordered the peon to let

the girls and me go in.

 were Abha a bird she would fly to her friend living in her

paternal village and say that she could not live without her.

Instead of ‘was’, ‘were’ would be used because the given

sentence is an imagination. In such sentences, if the sentence

starts with ‘if’, then ‘were’ is used after ‘subject’ but ‘if’ is

removed, then ‘were’ is used before the ‘subject’.

EXPLANATION



In each of the following questions, a paragraph has been given

with three blanks. Same word is to be used in all the THREE

blanks in either same or different way. Choose the option

(word) corresponding to the question which will appropriately

fit into all the three blanks. If none of the given options is your

answer, choose (e) as your answer choice.



According to figures released by China’s National Bureau of Statistics, the Chinese 

economy grew at 6.4% in the first quarter of the current year compared to the same 

period last year. While this rate of --------------- is equal to the pace registered in the 

December quarter and faster than economists’ expectations of a 6.3% expansion, it is 

still slower than the ----------------- rate of 6.8% recorded in the same period last year. 

Retail sales and factory output also showed strong -------------------- momentum.

1. Ecology

2. Malnutrition

3. Growth

4. Death

5. grow Solution:

'Chinese Economy' is being talked about in the given paragraph, 

'growth rate' is the most appropriate choice.
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Today due to urbanization and rapid development, urban areas are beset with heavy 

traffic, air pollution, noise, anonymous high-rise blocks and violence. All these impact 

our physical and mental -------------- negatively. ------------------ should be the top most 

priority over other aspects of life. Due to work pressure and unhealthy life style in the 

cities not only the physical but the mental ----------------- of people is also getting 

affected. 

1. Health

2. Unhealthy

3. Healthy

4. Fit

5. StressSolution:

'Health' is the correct fit for the blanks here. It fits appropriately 

in all the three blanks
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It is difficult to dispose plastic products. It is ------------------------ when plastic waste goes 

to the landfills and even more ------------------- when it goes into the water bodies. Unlike, 

wood and paper we cannot even dispose it of by burning it. This is because burning 

plastic produces harmful gases that are --------------------- for the environment and life 

on earth. Plastic thus causes air, water and land pollution. 

1. Hazardously

2. Dangerously

3. Harmless

4. Dangerous

5. Negatively
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In each of the following questions, a word has been used in

sentences in THREE different ways. Choose the option

corresponding to the sentence in which the usage of the word is

INCORRECT or INAPPROPRIATE.



ONUS

(I) Everybody in my family was happy as the onus of happiness was my getting a job in SBI.

(II) The onus is on the shopkeeper to provide goods which live up to the quality of their 

description.

(III) The onus, however, is on the student to obtain full benefit from the programme initiated 

by the ward staff.

1. Only (I)

2. Only (II)

3. Only (III)

4. Both (I) and (II)

5. Both (II) and (III)Solution:

'Onus' means something that is one's duty or responsibility.
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In each of the following Questions a sentence is divided into four

parts A, B, C and D. Rearrange the following parts (A), (B), (C)

and (D) in the proper sequence to form a meaningful sentence

and then answer the questions given below.



(A) attention to the economy

(B) now that the general

(C) election is over, the time

(D) has come to pay serious

1. BCDA 

2. DCAB

3. CABD

4. ABDC

5. BADC
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(A) of the presence of heavy

(B) underemployment in the country

(C) been somewhat worrisome because

(D) employment numbers have always 

1. BCDA

2. DCAB 

3. CABD

4. ABDC

5. BADC
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In each of the following sentences, there is a blank space. Below

each such sentence, there are four options with one word each.

Fill up the blank with the word that makes the sentence

grammatically and contextually correct. If none of the four

words is your answer, choose option (e) as your answer choice.



The monk had attained a peaceful ...................., completely 

unaffected by the troubles around him.

1. calm

2. serenity

3. tranquil

4. agitation

5. disruption
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In each of the questions given below, a sentence is given which is

divided into FOUR parts such that the parts are jumbled and

they do not make a meaningful sentence. Rearrange the

following parts to form a grammatically correct and meaningful

sentence and choose the correct rearrangement from the options

given below each question.



One of them being the unprecedented (A)/ India is in the middle of 

(B)/ noteworthy in many respects, (C)/ a historical election which is 

(D)/ focus on women’s employment (E)

1. ABCDE

2. BDCAE 

3. CDABE

4. DCABE

5. ACDBE
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As a global power unless (A)/ threaten security in its own backyard 

(B)/ India cannot emerge (C)/ Their controls development that (D)

1. DCBA - all the statements are correct

2. CABD - all the statements are correct

3. CADB-statement ‘D’ is incorrect

4. CADB - statement ‘A’ is incorrect

5. CADB - all the statements are incorrect
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Ans.

Replace 'Their' by 'it'



A                                                      B
(A) With the modernization of our homes, 

cooking is no longer done behind four walls

(B) the kitchen needs to be open to attract 

attention and is often the hub of the home.

(C) and have transformed into aesthetically 

pleasing spaces.

(D) In any home, the kitchen is considered as 

one of the most important spaces.

(E) Our kitchens thereby have moved from 

being only utilitarian .

(A) With the modernization of our homes, 

cooking is no longer done behind four walls

(B) the kitchen needs to be open to attract 

attention and is often the hub of the home.

(C) and have transformed into aesthetically 

pleasing spaces.

(D) In any home, the kitchen is considered as 

one of the most important space.

(E) Our kitchens thereby have moved from 

being only utilitarian

1. CDBAE,  all the statements are incorrect in column ‘A’ AND ‘B’

2. DCEAB, in column’ A’ ,statement ‘A’ is incorrect

3. DABEC, all the statements are incorrect.

4. DEBCA, all the statements are correct in column ‘A’ AND ‘B’

5. DABEC, In Column ‘B’, statement ‘D’ is grammatically incorrect.
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1. (B-D)

2. Both (A-F) and (B-D)

3. (A-F) 

4. (A-E), (B-D) and (C-F)

5. None of the Above
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Can you tell (A)/me how many (B)eggs and milk he has(C) brought  

to home?(D)no error(E)
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Everybody know(A)/ that Tanu is the most unique(B)/ singer 

of(C)/this college(D)no error(E)

Find incorrect statements
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Choose the word which is most SIMILAR in meaning to the word 

printed in bold below.

DIVERSE

1. adverse

2. identical

3. parallel

4. varied

5. conforming
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